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Abstract: Activity recognition in humans is one of the active 

challenges that finds its application in numerous fields such as, 
medical health care, military, manufacturing, assistive techniques 
and gaming.  Due to the advancements in technologies the usage 
of smartphones in human lives become inevitable. The sensors in 
the smartphones help us to measure the essential vital parameters. 
These measured parameters enable us to monitor the activities of 
humans, which we call as human activity recognition. In this 
paper, we have proposed an automatic human activity recognition 
system that independently recognizes the actions of the humans. 
Four deep learning approaches and thirteen different machine 
learning classifiers such as Multilayer Perceptron, Random 
Forest, Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree Classifier, 
AdaBoost Classifier, Gradient Boosting Classifier and others are 
applied to identify the efficient classifier for human activity 
recognition. Our proposed system is able to recognize the activities 
such as Laying, Sitting, Standing, Walking, Walking downstairs 
and Walking upstairs. Benchmark dataset has been used to 
evaluate all the classifiers implemented. We have investigated all 
these classifiers to identify a best suitable classifier for this 
dataset. The results obtained show that, the Multilayer Perceptron 
has obtained 98.46% of overall accuracy in detecting the 
activities.  The second-best performance was observed when the 
classifiers are combined together. 
 

Keywords: Deep Learning Classifiers, Human Activity 
Recognition, Machine learning Classifiers, Sensors, Smart 
Phones.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recognizing the activities performed by humans is one of 
the open challenges and that attracts more interest which is 
required by several other applications such as entertainment, 
sports training, security, military and health monitoring and 
management. Recognized activities will allow the computing 
systems to help the person with respect to the requirement. 
Sensor based and vision based are the two approaches using 
which the human activity can be monitored [14]. Both of these 
techniques are non-intrusive in nature and will not affect 
human activities in any means.  
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The sensor-based method of collecting data from humans is 
found to be more superior than the other approach. Since this 
non-intrusive approach does not invade the privacy of the 
humans and will not be susceptible to external noises that tend 
to confuse and corrupt the data collected. With the 
development of advanced technologies, the usage of 
smartphones is substantial for performing day-to-day 
activities of humans. Having the smart phones enabled with 
sensors pave the way for monitoring the activities of humans. 
Data collected via sensors help in monitoring the behaviors 
especially for the old people so that the medical care can reach 
them quickly. When the monitoring is done via computing 
system by building a model, that will essentially will reduce 
the time delay of the help that is meant to be given for the 
person under requirement. The objective of Human Activity 
Recognition (HAR) should be to build a model that reduces 
the difference between predicted activity and the actual 
activity that was performed.  

We have developed a model that is capable of recognizing 
all the activities of humans that are collected through sensors. 
Our contribution in this work are as follows: 1. To build a 
model that generalizes the activity of the human activity 
performed. 2. To apply the different machine learning 
algorithms to build the HAR model. 3. To use the different 
deep learning frameworks to construct the HAR model. 4. To 
conduct extensive experiments by varying and tuning the 
parameters to obtain a best performing model. 5. To analyze 
the results of all the classifiers in order to identify the best 
suitable model that identifies the human activities with less 
misclassification. The remaining part of the paper is 
organized as follows: Section 2 provides a survey of similar 
literature; Section 3 elaborates the proposed methodology of 
this study. The Section 4 provides the implementation 
specific details and the extensive experiments conducted. 
Section 5 discusses about the results obtained and their 
evaluation of performance and Section 6 concludes the paper. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 HAR consist of four stages namely, Data Acquisition, 
Pre-Processing, Feature Extraction, and Classification 
phases. Data are collected through sensors, which may be 
embedded in smart phones, watches or may be captured by 
mounting the video or audio sensors at some fixed locations 
around the place. After the data is collected as the sensor 
measurements, as part of pre-processing they will undergo 
windowing at a very low sampling frequency. Once the 
segmentation during pre-processing is completed,  
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features are extracted from every window in the form of 
frequency and time domain features [13].  
Few of the time domain features are mean, min, max, 
variance, range etc., where DC, amplitude, skewness, 
Kutosis, energy are   some of the frequency domain features 
[14]. In the final stage, the classifiers are built on the features 
of the training samples which will go on to predict the human 
activity.  
 The sensors can be of either body-worn or ambient sensors. 
The body-worn sensors namely accelerometer, 
magnetometer, and gyroscope are the sensors that can be 
worn by the users. Ambient sensors can capture the 
environmental changes. Temperature sensors, Radar, 
pressure sensors and sound sensors are few such ambient ones 
[14]. There is the third category which is the combination of 
both to be called as hybrid sensors. 
 In [3], a supervised learning approach was proposed to 
recognize the human activities. The data used are collected by 
a single triaxial accelerometer that was built into a cell phone. 
The six activities recognized are Running, Slow-Walk, 
Fast-Walk, Aerobic Dancing, Stairs-Up and Stairs-Down. 
The AC components are separated from DC components 
using a digital low pass filter. From the AC components 24 
features such as Minmax, RMS, STD, mean was extracted. 
The classifiers used are Multilayer Perceptron, Random 
Forest, LMT, SVM, Simple Logistic and LogitBoost with 
10-fold cross validation. Their best performance 91.15% was 
obtained when the classifiers are used in fusion. It was 
observed that the dataset used was not a benchmark dataset. 
 Time domain, frequency domain, structural and statistical 
features are extracted to classify running, walking, sitting, 
descending and ascending [10]. Data collection was through 
an unobtrusive method. Naïve Bayes, Bayesian Networks, 
Nearest Neighbor, Fuzzy Logic, Neural Networks and 
Support Vector Machines are the classifiers employed by 
their system Centinela. Authors observed that the best 
performance was   obtained by an ensemble of classifiers with 
95.7% overall accuracy 
  Two different SVMs namely Multi- class SVM 
(MC-SVM) and Hardware-Friendly SVM (HF-SVM) have 
been proposed for activity recognition with  [1] UCI ML 
dataset for HAR with six classes. Their approach is based on 
fixed point calculations that has claimed to use less memory, 
processor time and power consumption. MC-SVM and 
MC-HF-SVM have achieved 89.95% and 89.23% of 
precision respectively. In [5] new feature engineering called 
composite feature set (CFS) is proposed for activity 
classification.  In their process of CFS preparation on UCI 
ML dataset for HAR, they have divided the dataset into 
periodic activities and postural activities. Time and wavelet 
domain features are combined in place of frequency domain 
features.  With CFS they have obtained 92.2% and 96.8% 
accuracy with less number of features. The [2], [15] are the 
other works that have used SVM for HAR.  
  Deep learning approaches have emerged due to the 
development of new algorithms that can exploit the full 
potential of high-speed computing devices. These new 
algorithms relieve the developer from choosing appropriate 
features from the data that require domain expertise. Deep 
learning algorithms have the ability to automatically select the 

features and hence the system developed will be independent 
of hand engineered features that decides the performance of 
the system. Moreover, it has been observed that the manual 
feature engineering is capable of extracting only the shallow 
features, whereas that is not the case of deep learning 
approaches. The other benefit of deep learning over 
conventional machine learning is the online and incremental 
learning, which are tedious with the earlier approaches. 
  Authors in [4] have used inertial sensors that measures 
acceleration and angular velocity. Convolutional Neural 
Network with different sensor combinations was used to 
classify 16 activities. Five sensors have been used to collect 
the data. Their deep CNN was designed with 3 convolutional 
layers followed by three Max pooling layers and three fully 
connected layers. Their network has also employed batch 
normalization. Authors reported that the sensor combinations 
have improved their model performance with a 3% 
misclassification. 
  Deep feed-forward networks, a CNN, deep forward 
LSTM and bi-directional LSTM are used to classify human 
activity recognition in [7].  Opportunity dataset, PAMAP2 
dataset and Daphnet Gait dataset (DG) are used to recognize 
activities such as opening and closing doors, walking, 
playing, etc. Their best performing approach was observed to 
be given by Bi-directional LSTM. A two channel CNN was 
proposed in [12], where the frequency features and power 
features have been separately fed to CNN in recognizing the 
human activities. Their work has used the UCI ML dataset for 
HAR with six classes.  The CNN proposed in [9] with one 
convolutional layer and pooling layer has achieved an 
accuracy of 94.3% where the output from convolutional and 
pooling are stacked with statistical features such as   mean, 
variance, sum of the absolute values and histogram before 
they are fed to a fully connected layer. 
Grid search was performed to optimally choose the 
parameters of Bi-LSTM in [8], that resulted in 1 Bi-LSTM 
layer with 100 nodes using weighted sum of squares of the 
errors as loss function, and the Adam optimizer. They have 
observed an overall accuracy of 92.67%   on UCI ML dataset 
for HAR. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Fig. 1.  Overview of the work on HAR 
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The proposed system is designed to use the sensor data in 
three different phases for classifying HAR. The first phase 
will be using deep learning approaches and in the second 
phase, a set of machines a learning algorithm are used to build 
classifiers for HAR. The third approach is by classifier fusion, 
where the classifiers are combined to classify the human 
activities. 
A. Deep Learning Networks 

The conventional machine learning methods rely on the 
hand engineering features and whose performance will be 
based on the selection of appropriate features. Advancement 
in technologies and due to the evolution of high-performance 
architectures, deep learning methods are widely being used 
nowadays. Manual feature engineering has been passed on to 
the deep neural networks which have the capability of 
choosing the features automatically with respect to the 
underlying samples. We have used four different deep 
learning algorithms namely CNN, Long Short-Term Memory 
(LSTM), CNN with LSTM, and Bi-LSTM for recognizing the 
human activities. 

1) Convolutional Neural Network 

The most popular deep learning architecture, Convolutional 
Neural Network has found its application in almost all 
domains wherever the prediction and classification are 
required. CNN can learn both spatial and temporal 
dependencies and also found to be translational invariant.  
 CNN for HAR has two, 1D convolutional layers interleaved 
with two max-pooling layers, where the convolutional layers 
are responsible for capturing the local features. The activation 
function employed here in this work is Relu that introduce 
non-linear characteristics to our CNN. Adam optimizer is 
chosen, because it is more suitable for problems with large 
parameters and data. Dropout of 0.2% is used to avoid 
overfitting by regularizing the dense layers. With two fully 
connected layers, the last output layer with six units referring 
to the six classes of human activities considered for this work. 
And softmax is used as logistic activation function since this is 
a multi-class classification task. 

2) Long Short-Term Memory 

A state of art Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), LSTM is 
popularly used to model time series data and vastly applied in 
language modelling, speech recognition, language translation, 
Image captioning and also in   autonomous driving systems. 
This deep architecture was designed to handle vanishing 
gradient problem and avoid long-term dependency problem 
with the help of three gates namely input, output and forget 
gates. Each cell is controlled by these three gates that accepts 
input for the current time step and the output from previous 
step. The model will learn to predict the human activity one 
time-step at a time. 

    Human activity recognition is a typical time series 
problem. To have a richer representation of data our 
sequential model has a linear stack of two LSTM layers. The 
first LSTM layer returns sequences in order to ensure that the 
next LSTM layer do not receive scattered data but sequence. 
The output of LSTM is given to a fully connected layer with 
softmax activation function with neurons to recognize the six 
classes of activities. The categorical cross entropy is used as 

the loss function with adam as the optimizer. This LSTM 
model has a sequence length of 561 with batch size 256, 
whose input shape will be (batch size, sequence length) with 
dropout of 0.2% to avoid overfitting. 

3) Bi-LSTM 

Bidirectional Long Short-term Memory is used to improve the 
learning ability and in turn to enhance accuracy of 
classification through its bidirectional communication. LSTM 
predicts the current state with respect to the previous state. If 
the previous state is not capturing information properly, 
because of unidirectional connection, the bi-directional 
connection will handle that by using subsequent information 
as well. Bi-LSTM for Human activity recognition has same 
parameters as that of LSTM with two Bi-LSTM layers. The 
regularization is done to avoid overfitting with dropout of 
0.2%. 

4) CNN-LSTM  

This hybrid model combines the positives of two architectures 
CNN and LSTM. The proposed architecture has a linear stack 
of two 1D convolutional layers interleaved with max pooling 
layers and associated with two unidirectional LSTMs. The 
local features will be extracted from the signal data by the 
convolutional layers and the LSTM layers will model the 
temporal dependencies on the data. The kernel size is 3 x 1 
with stride 1 for both the convolutional layers. The two LSTM 
layers have 64 neurons each which return sequences. The 
activation function Relu is used with dropout to handle 
computational complexity. The model has two fully 
connected layers with the last layer having six neurons to 
recognize six human activities. 

B. Machine Learning Approaches 

  The machine learning algorithms that have been identified 
to be used in our work are Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), 
KNeighbors Classifier, SVM, NuSVC, Decision Tree 
Classifier, Random Forest Classifier, AdaBoost Classifier, 
Gradient Boosting Classifier, Gaussian Naive Bayes, Linear 
Discriminant Analysis, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis, 
Logistic Regression and Logistic Regression CV.   

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) has three fully connected 
layers with Relu as their activation function except the final 
layer which has softmax to classify the multi-class human 
activities. Unsupervised and non-parametric algorithm, 
KNeighbors Classifier is the second algorithm chosen for this 
task which is one of the the simplest classifiers.  

This classifier computes Euclidean distances between test 
and training data instances which will help to choose k closest 
instances that are frequently occurring as the class label.  
Support vector machines (SVMs) is one of supervised 
learning methods that is chosen because of its effectiveness in 
handling higher dimensional data along with its variant 
NuSVC. Non-parametric machine learning approach 
Decision Tree Classifier is adopted for the same characteristic 
that it possesses the ability to handle high dimensional data.  
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Random Forest Classifier is one of supervised learning 
algorithms used here as a classification technique that 
develops decision trees on randomly selected training 
samples. Similar to Random Forest Classifier, AdaBoost 
Classifier is also another ensemble classifier selected for our 
work to identify a best classifier for human action recognition. 
Difference between AdaBoost and Gradient Boosting 
Algorithm lies on how they identify the shortcomings of weak 
learners. AdaBoost classifier uses high weight data points 
whereas, gradient boosting use gradients in the loss function.  

       Gaussian Naive Bayes is one of the powerful and 
simplest classifier models used for predictive modeling that is 
based on the concept of two probabilities namely conditional 
probability and class probability.  For this task the two 
fundamental classification methods in statistical and 
probabilistic learning has also been chosen namely Linear 
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Quadratic Discriminant 
Analysis.   LDA estimates statistical properties of training 
data for each class that are used for class predictions. 
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis is related to LDA that 
assumes that measurements are normally distributed and also 
covariance matrix of each class is different. 

         The last set of statistical models used for 
recognizing the human activities are Logistic Regression  and 
Logistic Regression CV, where the former models the 
probability of certain class and the later does the same by 
splitting the dataset into several folds, where each fold will be 
used for training, validation and testing called as cross 
validation (CV). Logistic regression is basically a binary 
classifier which can be tuned to suit the objective of this work 
as a multi-class classifier which uses softmax instead of 
sigmoid function. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS 

A. Dataset description 

We have used the standard dataset named, Human Activity 
Recognition database [6], which was created from inertial 
sensors embedded in a waist-mounted smartphone. This was 
collected from 30 volunteers and are to sense the activities 
such as Walking, Walking Upstairs, Walking Downstairs, 
Sitting, Standing and Laying. The two sensors used were 
embedded accelerometer and gyroscope to capture -axial 
linear acceleration and 3-axial angular velocity at a constant 
rate of 50Hz.  

Table- I: Human Action Recognition Dataset overview  
Class  Actions  Training  

Instances 
Testing 

Instances 
1 Laying 1407 537 
2 Sitting 1286 491 
3 Standing 1374 532 
4 Walking 1226 496 
5 Walking Downstairs 986 420 
6 Walking Upstairs 1073 471 

 Total  6366 2947 

Pre-processing and sampling were applied on the captured 
data by applying noise and then by using fixed-width sliding 
windows of 2.56 seconds with 50% overlap. Butterworth 
low-pass filter was used to separate the gravitational and body 
motion components of the sensor into body acceleration and 
gravity data. Filter with 0.3 Hz cut-off frequency was used to 

have the gravitational force which has only low frequency 
components. Variables from time and frequency domain were 
used to construct the vector of features from each window. 
The details of dataset are listed in Table 1. The total number 
of features extracted from the sensor data is 561. 

B. Implementation 

We have used Keras, a neural network library written in 
python with tensorflow as back-end for implementing the 
deep learning approaches. The experiments are performed in 
a   GPU system of specification, Nvidia GPU GTX1080 Ti 
with 11 GB graphics card. 

C. Experiments 

Table- II: Tunable Parameters 
Parameters  Value 

Epochs  50 
Batch size  32 
Learning rate  0.01 
Kernel size  3 x 3 
Padding  same 
Pooling size 2 
Input size 561 
Optimizer  adam 
Activation function  Relu, Softmax 
Dropout  0.2 
Conv Layers 2 
LSTM layers  2 
Stride  1 

The 70% of the dataset is used for training and the rest of 30% 
is used for testing. The objective of this work is to find a best 
suitable model that recognizes the human activities. We have 
identified totally 17 classifiers out of which four  are deep 
learning algorithms and the rest are machine learning 
algorithms. CNN, LSTM, Bi-LSTM and CNN-LSTM are the 
four deep learning approaches used to recognize the human 
activities as given in section III.A. The data are normalized 
before they are fed to the respective networks. Deep learning 
algorithms are run for 50 epochs with batch size 32.  The other 
tunable model parameters are given in Table 1. Training was 
carried out on the training samples without any other 
pre-processing steps. 
All the machine learning classifiers listed in Section III.B are 
implemented in Python using scikit learn package. SVM with 
a linear kernel has been chosen since it performed well than 
the other kernels. NuSVC has an additional parameter ν = 0.5 
that controls the number of support vectors and corresponding 
training errors. Maximum number of estimators in AdaBoost 
Classifier is set to 100 for this task. For the Gradient Boosting 
Classifier, the learning rate is set to 0.1 with minimum number 
of samples split as 500 and with the depth of 8. Logistic 
regression uses the sklearn package of python for multi-class 
classification where that parameter is set to multinomial. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results obtained from various classifiers for HAR are 
presented in this section. The results of performance are 
compared with the existing approaches that have been tested 
on the same datasets. To evaluate the performance of all the 
classifiers identified for human activity recognition are the 
widely used metrics namely accuracy, f1-score, precision and 
recall. 
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A. Deep Learning Approaches 

The four models of deep learning approaches for HAR have 
performed well than most of the machine learning 
approaches. Among   CNN, LSTM, Bi-LSTM and 
CNN+LSTM classifiers, LSTM has performed well than the 
other three in terms of accuracy and f1-score. As the HAR 
sensor measurements are time series data, the LSTM has 
modeled the actions than the other approaches. The 
misclassification error in LSTM is more between the classes 
{Standing, Walking} and   {Walking Upstairs, Walking 
Downstairs} respectively. At the same time, almost 100% of 
Laying activity has been recognized well by LSTM. Even the 
Bi-LSTM has taken the second place in classification 
accuracy, irrespective of preserving information from past to 
future and future to past. The performance difference between 
LSTM and Bi-LSTM on HAR was significantly minimal. The 
performance metrics of deep learning classifiers are shown in 
Fig. 2 for HAR. 

Table- III: Performance of Deep and Machine 
Learning Classifiers on HAR 

Classifier Accuracy f1-score Precisio
n 

Recall 

BLSTM 94.5 94.56 94.6 94.5 

LSTM 94.56 94.6 94.62 94.59 

CNN 94.19 92.7 94[.04 91.9 

CNN + LSTM 94.09 93.87 92.71 95.16 

MLP 98.46 95.37 95.62 95.16 

KNeighbors 
Classifier 

89.34 89.02 89.58 88.9 

SVM 96.4 96.41 96.58 96.35 

NuSVC 92.46 92.13 92.81 92 

Decision Tree 
Classifier 

85.95 85.66 85.93 85.61 

Random Forest 
Classifier 

89.51 89.24 89.65 89.11 

AdaBoost 
Classifier 

53.1 73.7 31.29 50 

Gradient 
Boosting 
Classifier 

95.01 94.93 95.08 94.86 

Gaussian 
NaiveBayes 

77.02 76.72 79.24 76.9 

Linear 
Discriminant 
Analysis 

96.23 96.26 96.42 96.18 

Quadratic 
Discriminant 
Analysis 

82.04 81.08 84.1 81.41 

Logistic 
Regression 

96.19 96.2 96.43 96.13 

Logistic 
Regression CV 

96.16 96.18 96.44 96.09 

 
Fig. 2.  HAR Classifiers 

 The tunable parameters of all the models were explored and 
exploited to study their best performances on this dataset. 
Nevertheless, all the four deep learning models have achieved 
more or less the similar performance. The performance has 
not found to be improved further than the reported values in 
Table III, since the deep learning algorithms need sufficiently 
large data samples to    train the models, which was lacking 
with this dataset. 

B. Machine Learning Approaches 

The Table III, summarizes the performance of all the machine 
learning approaches used for HAR. As per the obtained 
results, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) has outperformed than 
rest of the classifiers in terms of accuracy with 98.46%. The 
second best is achieved by SVM with linear kernel with 
94.4% and followed by LDA with 96.23%.   

Table 4. Confusion Matrix of MLP for HAR 

Class 
  

Lay. 
  

Sit. 
  

Stand. 
  

Walk 
 
 

Walk 
Down. 
 

Walk 
Upstair 

Lay. 537 0 0 0 0 0 

Sitting 0 434 56 0 0 1 

Standing 0 22 510 0 0 0 

Walk 0 0 0 490 0 6 
Walk  
Down 0 0 0 1 405 14 
Walk  
Upstair 0 0 0 11 0 460 

Confusion matrix obtained by MLP is shown in Table 4. From 
the confusion matrix it can be observed that all the samples of 
Laying class have been recognized by MLP correctly. 
Walking is the second action that has been correctly predicted. 
The misclassification is observed more between {Sitting and 
Standing} mutually, {Walking and Walking Downstairs} 
pairs. Nevertheless, there are more false positives predicted 
with Walking Downstairs and similarly with Walking 
Upstairs. The misclassification of SVM and LDA fall on the 
same line as that of MLP All the machine learning classifiers 
tabulated in Table III have predicted the Laying class 
correctly. AdaBoost Classifier has exhibited the poorest 
performance among all, by misclassifying all the instances of 
Walking Downstairs and Walking Upstairs as Walking which 
has pulled down its performance. The similar behavior is 
exhibited by Gaussian NaiveBayes as well with 
misclassification more along the classes of Walking. The four 
performance metrics of machine learning classifiers are 
shown graphically in Fig. 2 for HAR. 
The same dataset has been used in several similar works for 
action recognition. Ref. [12] has proposed a CNN that 
achieved 95.25%, MLP in our study with the proposed design 
has outperformed by a 3.37% of increase. The traditional 
machine learning approaches say SVM, LDA, Logistic 
Regression and its variant LRcv have performed better than 
[12]. The CNN proposed in [9] with one convolutional layer 
has achieved an accuracy of 94.3% which our CNN with 2 
convolutional layers has almost achieved.  Bi-LSTM in [8] 
with one layer and 100 nodes has obtained a recall of about 
92.67% which is way lesser than our recall of 94.50% with 2 
bi-directional LSTM layers.  
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They have also reported that the classification accuracy was 
92.67% which is almost 2% lesser than what we have 
achieved in our study. The other work in [1] where two 
models of  SVM named MC-SVM and MC-HF-SVM  have 
been employed to classify human activities, that obtained a 
precision of 89.95% and 89.2% respectively, whereas the 
SVM proposed here in our study has achieved 96.58%, 
around seven  machine learning  classifiers in our study have 
outperformed MC-SVM and MC-HF-SVM as proposed in  
[1]. In [5] SVM type of L2-regularized logistic regression 
(L2R) has shown an accuracy of 96.8% for HAR on the same 
dataset. L2SVM, in [2] and SVM in [15] have obtained 96.4% 
and 94.6% of accuracy respectively which are almost same 
and lesser than the accuracy achieved by the SVM in our 
study. 

C. Classifier Fusion 

To enhance the accuracy and hence to improve the overall 
efficiency of the system, the good classifiers can be combined 
together by harnessing the advantages of the individual 
classifiers. This will enable the quality of the final decision. 
Fusion can be done at the feature level and also at the decision 
level and hence appropriately referred to as early fusion and 
late fusion. Two popular late fusion methods in use are 
majority voting and average of probabilities [11]. We have 
chosen average of probabilities which is also called as soft 
voting, where weighed sum of the predicted probabilities of 
all models for each class is computed to achieve the classifier 
fusion. The possible combinations of classifiers to meet the 
objective of this work and their empirical results are listed in 
Table 5.  The combination that has achieved the noticeable 
performance is SVM+LDA+LR+LRcv. The classifiers in this 
combination before fusion have performed well and hence 
when combined has shown their best classification 
performance of 97.01%. The Fig. 3 shows the performance 
metrics of classifiers that are combined for HAR. 

 Table 5. Voting classifier on HAR 

Classifier Accuracy f1-score Precision Recall 

AB+RF+KN 92.33 92.07 92.64 91.92 
AB+RF+KN+S
VM 95.96 95.86 96.16 95.74 
AB+RF+KN+S
VM_NuSVC 95.69 95.59 95.83 95.49 
AB+RF+KN+S
VM_NuSVC+D
T 94.91 94.82 95.01 94.73 

All the classifiers 96.67 96.66 96.8 96.6 
SVM+LDA+LR
+LRcv 97.01 97.03 97.22 96.95 

 

 Fig. 3. Har Voting Classifiers 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper we have demonstrated the use of deep learning 
and machine learning approaches for Human Activity 
Recognition. HAR is more essential in order to offer the help 
on time without any delay. The sensors embedded with the 
smart phones help us to collect the measurements of human 
actions. This work has implemented and evaluated several 
deep and machine learning algorithms on these measurements 
to recognize the human actions.  
The objective of this study is to identify the best performing 
learning algorithm that recognize the human actions. Usual 
expectations on the deep learning algorithms have been failed 
on HAR due to the lack of enough data for sufficient training. 
The conventional machine learning algorithms namely MLP, 
SVM and LDA have performed well on recognizing the six 
human actions. 
 This work can be further extended by applying on new 
datasets with massive data to really harness the benefits of 
deep learning approaches. 
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